Street on Compacted Aggregate Base

CONCRETE CURB AND FOUNDATION PER LOCAL STANDARDS

CONCRETE PAVER 3 1/8" (80 MM) MIN THICKNESS

1" TO 1 1/2" (25-40 MM) BEDDING SAND

12" (300 MM) WIDE GEOTEXTILE ALONG PERIMETER TURN UP AT CURB

COMPACTED AGGREGATE BASE

GEOTEXTILE AS REQUIRED

COMPACTED SOIL SUBGRADE

12" (300 MM) WIDE GEOTEXTILE ALONG PERIMETER - TURN UP AT CURB (DO NOT COVER TOP OF BASE)

NOTES:
1. DRAIN PIPES BELOW THE BASE MAY BE NECESSARY IN SLOW DRAINING SOIL SUBGRADE.
2. BASE THICKNESS VARIES WITH TRAFFIC, CLIMATE, AND SUBGRADE CONDITIONS. COLDER CLIMATES AND WEAK SOILS MAY REQUIRE THICKER BASES. CONSULT ICPI TECH SPEC 4 TO DETERMINE BASE THICKNESS.
3. CONSULT ICPI TECH SPEC 2 FOR GUIDELINES AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR BASE MATERIALS, SUBGRADE SOIL AND BASE COMPACTION.
4. DO NOT COVER ENTIRE TOP OF AGGREGATE BASE WITH GEOTEXTILE.